ON SALE NOW 236 -

COLD ENOUGH FOR YOU?
This is the time of year when we should just
hibernate—( I can’t “bear” the cold!) so sit in
front of the fire, put on a slow roast open up a
nice bottle of red wine, then work on stamps!
AUSTRALIAN STATES

5. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 135 CofA wmk. Mint very lightly hinged, fresh
original gum for……...………...$225.00

6. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG14, a lovely
fresh very very very lightly hinged example of this scarce stamp for a price
less than most charge used…..$699.00
7. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 112, Small
Multiple watermark, a lovely fresh mint
unhinged example of this scarce stamp
for a price much less than most charge
for this scarce stamp………...$1,499.00

1. WESTERN AUSTRALIA Boyd’s Coolgardie Gold-

fields Cycle mail, set of 2, fine with usual part
-gum set is just, picture size reduced….………$109.00

KANGAROOS

8. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 112, Small
Multiple watermark in mint very lightly
hinged condition, tiny pencil catalogue
number on reverse…………..…$599.00

9. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 136, Cof A
watermark, a lovely fresh mint unhinged example of this scarce stamp
for a price less than most charge for
this scarce stamp ………….....$929.00

2. FIRST WATERMARK CTO TO 5/- A rare complete
group of Melbourne December 3, 1913 cancelled to
order issues 3d Olive is die 1, 12 values, nice group all
with very fresh original gum, 1/- is wmk. Inverted, some
tamps are unhinged the lot………………………...$629.00

3. 6D ULTRAMARINE SG 26, Second
Watermark in unmounted mint condition, great fresh original gum excellent bright fresh colour….......$799.00

4. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG13, First
Watermark mint very lightly hinged
minute tone spot on gum, great looking stamp which otherwise is super
fresh looking, great colour for
just……………….………..........$299.00

10. £1 BROWN AND BLUE SG 44,
Third Watermark a superbly fresh
mint lightly hinged with original gum
example, perfect centring, a 10/10
stamp for ……………………..$3,299.00
11. £1 BROWN AND BLUE SG 44,
Third Watermark a superbly fresh
mint unhinged example, great centring, a tiny gum spot between two
perforatons on right side which requires very careful examination to
even find, so bargain for such a beautiful stamp Unhinged stamp, which is
just…..………………....……..$5,799.00

12. £1 GREY SG 75, Third Watermark
mint Unhinged lovely fresh
stamp……………………….…...$949.00

KGV
13. 1d RED-BROWN Single wmk. G76, die 2 in this very
scarce shade, BW72O(1)f has a slightly rounded corner
this has a Dr Scott Starling certificate for just….$125.00

14. 1d CARMINE ROSE Large Multiple wmk. G104 bw
74a(4)z a mint pair showing half the two line Harrison
Imprint and the right stamp has RA joined, lovely fresh
mint lightly hinged, units are separating however a
lovely looking item with Dr Scott Starling certificate for
just ……………………………………………………...$249.00
15. 1d DEEP CARMINE Large Multiple wmk. G105, BW
74B(3) m dot before 1 variety in mint lightly hinged
condition with Dr Scott Starling certificate for...$199.00
16. SET OF CofA WMK. A complete mint unhinged set of
8 values, includes a superb 1/4 Greenish Blue SG 124131. The 2d is wmk. Inverted. A nicely priced complete
set, mixed centring bargain for ……...……….…..$199.00
17. 1/4d BLUE GREEN SG93, Small Multiple wmk. Perforation 14, this scarce stamp is mint very very lightly
hinged, and well priced at just……………………..$199.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
18. 1932 5/- BRIDGE SG 143,
this stamp is mint unhinged
however the gum is a little
aged but nicely priced for
unhinged at………….$699.00

19. 1932 5/- BRIDGE SG 143,
mint unhinged superbly fresh
original gum, soft fluffy perforations as often found on
this stamp, bargain stamp
for just………………..$699.00

22. ROBES SG 176-178 In mint unhinged superbly fresh
and the £1 is very well centred for this issue the set
just……………………………………………………...$ 109.00
23. 1949 ARMS
SG 224a-d in
mint unhinged
Authority Imprint blocks of
four, sadly the
£1 and £2 have
minor toning in
the top or lower
selvedge,
the stamps are
fine and fresh,
at this price
you could even
break them up
into four sets
and make a profit, complete imprints (image has been
reduced in size)……………………………………....$599.00
24. 1964-5 NAVIGATORS SET SG 355-60, Complete set
of 6 Mint unhinged and cheap for…………………..$ 99.00
25. B.C.O.F Set mint very very lightly hinged complete
SG 1-7, the 5/- is thick paper (7) for………………..$ 89.00

26. 1974 BRUSHTAIL POSSUM
BW 662c Mint unhinged showing
red value omitted, a rare item
with a catalogue value of $3,500
so great buying for……....$849.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS

20. 4d KOALA SG 188, showing major offset as shown stamp is Muh for
just……………………………...$109.00

27. FALKLAND ISLAND 1938 KGV1. SG 146-163 Complete mint lightly hinged set of (18) Cat. Is £475 this
superb set is ……………………………………….....$179.00

21. 1 1/2d QUEEN 1942 Q 1½d green bottom selvedge
block of 6, (*reduced scan) error misplaced perforations. Very Fresh MUH block 6,ACSC 225bb, great
show piece for a fraction of what others charge,
just……………………………………………………….$499.00

28. K.U.T 1935 KGV. £1 Black and
Red, SG 123, Mint Unhinged the
top value from set which sells for
£550 in the UK bargain…..$329.00

29. NEW GUINEA
1931 Huts overprinted Airmail SG
137-49, a complete mint lightly
h i n g e d
fresh……..$229.00
30.1931
N.GUINEA
SG 163-176 Dated
birds
overprinted
Airmail in mint fresh
lightly hinged condition…………..$249.00

37.PAPUA
1932 Pictorials
set,
SG130-45
(16)superb
fine
used
for…$219.00

38. PAPUA NEW GUINEA 1952 Pictorials a complete
set Unmounted mint superbly fresh, 16 values, best set
I have had for years…………………………………...$99.00
31. NEW GUINEA
1932 Undated birds
SG 177-189, a lovely complete mint
lightly hinged set
for……...$209.00

32. NEW GUINEA 1932 Undated Birds overprinted Airmail a complete set (15) SG 190-203, mint lightly
hinged and very fresh for just………………........$179.00

39. PAPUA NEW GUINEA 1994 Provisional overprints,
a complete Mint Unhinged set SG 730-740 (11) bargain,
many charge $250+ for this set one only………..$109.00

COLLECTIONS
40. AUSTRIA Lovely mostly mint lightly hinged collection odd fine used, housed on old time album pages,
lovely fresh stamps including 1945-50 Postage Dues
includes Famous Astrains SG 1207-9, 1948 Artusts
1145-51 (7) £65, SG 1162-5 (4) £110, SG 1212-14 (3)
£180m SG 1170-3 (4) £ 70 so this lovely has a catalogue
value of more than £850++ ($1,445+ Aust) in better
items 1945-1950 a great buy for just…………….$149.00

33. 1898 NEW ZEALAND Pictorials set complete fine
mint, a lovely fresh set (14) as illustrated, bargain set
for………………………………………………………..$699.00
34. NORFOLK ISLAND Ball Bay set (4) white papers,
complete unmounted mint. There is an extra 1/2d white
paper unmounted mint showing the vanishing mountain
variety as well so the five stamps bargain………..$99.00

35. PAPUA 1916-31 Bi-colours SG 93-105, a complete
set superbly fresh mint lightly hinged for bargain
hunter……...………………………………………...…$199.00
26. PAPUA 1932 Pictorials set, SG130-45 (16) superb
mint lightly hinged with fresh original gum and superbly
fresh colours……………………………..……….....$299.00

41. CANADA 1851-1950 housed in old time Schaubek
illustrated hingeless album. The collection contains
some very scarce stamps and is fact very comprehensive, I estimate it is 90% complete for the period either
mint or used. I noted SG 17 £600, an unused example
of SG 14 thinned which is Cat. At £1700 used, 1903-8
KGV sets 173-87 used complete £180, 1908 SG 188-95
mint £550, SG 196-215 complete mint £275, contains
booklet stamps, coils, shades, imperfs. KGV etc. 1928
SG 275-85 sets fine sued £200, 1938 SG 357-67 mint
£180, 1942 mint SG 375-88 £150. The back of the book
material is great 1949 OHMS SG 0162-71 complete mint
£275, 0173-7 mint, 0178-90 mint complete G £200, 0192
mint £80, Registered issues R9 fine used £275, Postage
Dues 1906-48 complete mint or used £240. This really
is a lovely lot to add to an existing collection or simply
to start on this quality area. The album is in good condition and will last for some years to come. There is more
than £8,500++ in catalogue value of just key items so
with more than Aust. $14,500 in value, a nice purchase
for just (scan reduced)……….…………………..$1,499.00

COLLECTIONS

SG 43-84 (42) mint £150, Sg 96-126 (33) mint £650,
1943 Postage Dues SG D126-38 mint £500. Here is the
breakdown New Caledonia £8,000+, Oceanic Settlements £1,300, New Hebrides £680, Wallis and Futuna
£1600+ so a total of more than £11,500 for the collection (Almost $20,000 Aust.) as a lot a wonderful and
exciting collection seldom seen for ……………$1,999.00

42. KENYA, UGANDA, TANGANIKA Specialised 1938
KGV1. defintives mint lightly hinged on beautifully presented and layed out pages, typed with details of perforation varieties 1c to £1 appears that only about 9
stamps are missing. Includes 3 x 5/-, 2 x 10/- and 2 x £1
Catalogue value is £1,070+ Aust. $1,800 (40 different
stamps) bargain!! *scan reduced..……………….$259.00

43. NEW CALEDONIA/FRENCH OCEANIC SETTLEMENT
plus WALLIS FUTUNA, FR.NEW HEBS, Wow—what a
brilliant lot, housed on old time hand drawn pages covering the period 1860-195, a mixture of mint and fine
used. Includes varieties including inverted overprints
etc. I have not seen a lot like this for many years, I noted SG 6 x 2, SG 10b, SG 6a fine used, SG 19 fu, SG 15c
mint, SG 17 mint, SG 26, 27 fu, SG 46a mint, SG 49a, SG
55-60 used and mint mixed, SG 63-77 mint £350, 1932
flight SG 183-4 used £800, SG 185-210 mint £180, includes postage dues, parcel post officials, Airs, SG 232
-266 mint £425. Oceanic Settlements, a most comprehensive collection 1892-1950 includes SG SG 1-13 (1
low value damaged) £250, SG 20 £200, Sg 186-209 mint
£140, plus a few not listed in SG Catl. French New Hebrides at the back of this lot, includes 1911-1940 includes mixed set of 1938 SG 5-64 £225, SG F65-76 mint
£180, SG FD65-69 £160 mint. Wallis and Futuna lovely
lot includes 1920-1960 very comprehensive including

44. UNITED STATES Lovely 5 Volume collection lovingly put together in as new Davo illustrated albums covering the period 1847-1999. It is a mixture of mint and fine
used stamps, it is one of the cleanest and most comprehensive USA collections I have had for some time. It
includes loads of few early items including SG 14 fu
£1100, plus used SG 68a £650, SG 74 £350, SG 74
£350, SG 121 £250, SG 124 £2250, SG 122 £700. Complete used set 1870-71 mixed with Grill and without
Cat. £1900, 1890 defins SG 224-34 used (12) £250, 1893
Columbus completes set mixture of mint and fine used
(16) Cat. £5400, and a spare damaged $4 pink, 1898
Mississippi complete used set (9) £2,000, 1902-3 complete set used SG 306-19 (14) £1200, 1917-19 set complete mint except for 5c Rose £550, 1922-25 set mint SG
559-81 (23) £600, both Kans and Nebr overprints set
mint complete SG 655-65-666-76 (22) £600, also contains perforation varieties, imperfs. Miniature sheets.
1918 Airmail sets A546-8 (3) mint £275, A614-6 £180,
1930 Zeppelin set complete A687-9 (3) mint £1400,
A732 50c £100, 1926 New York Exh. M/Sheets MS645
£475, Delivery issues, Certified mail, Postage dues includes 1894 to 30c used £400, Parcel post, 1873 Official Mail $10 black and green repaired. So in quality
stamps ther is more than £29,000+ in Cat. Value (Aust
$50,000) and £8000+ in 2 damaged stamps on top of
that. So there is more than US $1,000+ in mint face value on the later issues to 1999. As a lot and based on
buying price the whole lot 5 volumes (new the books
alone would cost $1,500)…………………………$5,499.00

